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In 2020, the Jönköping International Business School in 

Sweden published a paper which found that the yield of 

green bonds is, on average, 15 to 20 basis points lower 

than that of conventional bonds. Do green bonds 

sacrifice yield for sustainability? 

 

BACKGROUND 

The European Investment Bank issued the first green bond, the 

'Climate Awareness Bond', in 2007. The green bonds market 

has gained considerable ground since 2013, having been 

growing steadily for years. In 2021, USD570 billion worth of 

ESG bonds are expected to be issued, with green bonds 

accounting for around USD260 billion1. 

Green bond growth 2011-2021 

 

Source: Climate Bonds Initiative, Bloomberg, UniCredit Research 

 

Over the past few years, we have seen banks and investors 

continually oversubscribing for green bonds. The Italian State 

has the largest order book to date, having issued its first 

Green Bond in March 2021. The loan, which is due on 30 April 

2045, is for €8.5 billion. The complete order book exceeded 

€80 billion. The increasing inflow from cash towards 

sustainable bonds has not been limited to government loans, 

however, but extends to covered bonds, sub-sovereigns and 

agencies, and corporate bonds.  

The chart below on the left shows that this inflow was 

continuously higher than for non-sustainable bonds in 2019, 

2020 and the first months of 2021. The chart below on the 

right shows that sustainable and non-sustainable bonds 

performed similarly during that period (source: HSBC). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 ESG market outlook 2021. Issuer diversification to boost market. 
Unicredit. Munich, 2 December 2020 

Sustainable bonds have had consistently monthly 

inflows, but comparable performance 

 

 

Source: HSBC calculations, Refinitiv Lipper tot 28 februari 2021. 

 

This conclusion is, however, at odds with the findings of the 

study carried out by Jönköping International Business School 

(Drivers of green bond issuance and new evidence on the 

‘greenium’). To find out whether ‘greenium’ actually exists, 

the researchers compared approximately 2,000 green bonds 

with 180,000 non-green bonds that had been issued between 

2007 and 2019. They concluded that the yield of green bonds 

is, on average, 15 to 20 basis points lower than that of 

conventional bonds. "Greenium" is a premium that issuers 

receive for issuing green bonds rather than conventional (non-

green) bonds. This automatically means that investors obtain 

lower returns on investments in green bonds than in 

conventional bonds. 

According to the researchers, the most plausible explanation 

for the existence of greenium is that investors are willing to 

pay more for green bonds given the focus on the ‘E’ (for 

environmental and climate-related themes) in ESG. They also 

found that it is due to the fact that investors with special 

‘green bond portfolios’ are less price-sensitive. 

 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1007%2Fs40822-020-00165-y%23Tab1&data=04%7C01%7CCarl.Haarnack%40actiam.nl%7C23d1f5462c394ae3683e08d8e234468e%7Ce6f53d0a00044a2a84f73c394c783b99%7C0%7C0%7C637508061453365228%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=BIOxYTPIitmZfTdGoRqhm%2BqvDMl0FH1RcmIcO7s36m0%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Flink.springer.com%2Farticle%2F10.1007%2Fs40822-020-00165-y%23Tab1&data=04%7C01%7CCarl.Haarnack%40actiam.nl%7C23d1f5462c394ae3683e08d8e234468e%7Ce6f53d0a00044a2a84f73c394c783b99%7C0%7C0%7C637508061453365228%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=BIOxYTPIitmZfTdGoRqhm%2BqvDMl0FH1RcmIcO7s36m0%3D&reserved=0
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EXPERIENCES FROM PRACTICE 

Reality and actual practice with regard to green bond 

management are more intractable, however. We therefore 

disagree with the conclusions of the Swedish study, given that 

the models and methods the researchers applied ignored 

several important aspects.  

In that study, most of the green bond issuers had no credit 

rating. Many green bonds that belong to the group of senior 

unsecured debt are also included. Active management is often 

subject to investment restrictions, e.g. with respect to credit 

ratings. For example, the credit ratings of actively managed 

ACTIAM investment funds have to be at least ‘investment 

grade’. Green bonds carry particular weight in the ‘sub-

sovereigns and agencies’ market segment, which is marked by 

low risks and relatively high levels of liquidity. The study also 

took no account of the investment restriction as regards the 

minimum value. For instance, ACTIAM usually does not invest 

in bonds worth less than €500 million. These two investment 

restrictions alone (credit rating and minimum value) mean 

that the results obtained with our green bond investments 

differ sharply from the study.  

Green bond premium (bp) 

 

NB: Resultaten uit het verleden bieden geen garantie voor het heden en de 
toekomst. Source: Danske Bank 

 

Other factors are time and location. The graph above shows us 

that greeniums can fluctuate substantially in time and differ 

strongly from one country to another. Investors who are not 

forced to buy green bonds are able to vary their acquisitions 

across asset categories, regions, issuers and time. This means 

that the portfolio managers can assess each green bond on a 

case-by-case basis and evaluate it on its merits. If the yield of 

a new green bond is insufficient while the order book is still 

open, then they can simply cancel the order. In other words, 

if the order book is open and the spread continues to narrow 

due to high demand, investors can withdraw their order at any 

time. 

 

 

 

 

2 Green SSA Bonds. How they have performed during the coronavirus crisis. 
Jens Peter Sørensen. Danske Bank. November 2020. 

 

A recent example of an issue that ACTIAM did not participate 

in was an environmental bond issued by Nordic Investment 

Bank (NIB) (0% 30 April 2027, ISIN: XS2326563280). A 6-year 

green bond, it was announced on 25 March 2021, with an 

initial spread indication of mid-swap -8 basis points. Nordic is 

an AAA-rated solid issuer that does not make frequent issues. 

Our ESG analysts also approved the green bond framework. 

Due to the rapid growth of the order book (€1.6 billion for a 

loan of a mere €500 million), the lead managers and the issuer 

together adjusted the spread downwards. Initially they 

adjusted it to mid-swap -10 basis points and then to -11 basis 

points. The spread on NIB’s current green bond, which is due 

in June 2024, is mid-swap -10 basis points. There was 

therefore no incentive whatsoever to buy the new green bond 

in exchange for the existing bond.  

At ACTIAM we see that greenium exists, but mostly in the 

world of smaller corporate bonds rather than in government 

loans, sub-sovereigns and agencies. Active and flexible 

portfolio management enables us to prevent financial yield 

being sacrificed for sustainability. In our opinion, the 

greenium observed by the Swedish study is far too big, mainly 

because the researchers lumped all green bonds together. If 

they had not done so, the results would have been quite 

different.  

We are not alone in thinking this. Jens Peter Sørensen, an 

analyst at Danske Bank, responded to the Swedish study in 

November 2020. His main finding was that greenium certainly 

exists, but that it is not as high as the research paper 

suggests2. 

His research shows, for instance, that a green bond issued by 

Kredit für Wiederaufbau (KFW), a German state-owned 

development bank, 0.25% 06/2025 compared to the non-green 

KFW 0.00% 09/2025 has a modest greenium of just 1 basis 

point. The premium for other SSA issuers like KFW is also 

particularly low. According to Danske’s research, this has 

more to do with the persistent low interest rate, especially on 

highly liquid AAA bonds. 

 

CONCLUSION 

There is indeed a greenium when it comes to the market for 

green bonds. Whether or not to invest in a green bond starts 

with checking the investment restrictions through a normal 

analysis of, among other things, the credit quality of the 

issuer and the size of the green bond. There may also be 

additional requirements with regard to sustainability (so-

called sustainable investment beliefs) against which the green 

bond must be assessed. Finally, it is important that the 

compensation on the green bond (the spread versus swaps and 

versus the outstanding secondary loans) and the tradability 

are checked and are sufficient to subscribe. If this process is 

followed step by step, the average spread between green and 

non-green bonds is much smaller than the 15 to 20 basis points 

referred to in the Swedish research (especially when it comes 

to investment grade green bonds). Therefore, financial and 

social returns can certainly go hand in hand, without 

sacrificing yield for sustainability.
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ACTIAM manages assets of over €58 billion 

(ultimo December 2020), making us one of the ten 

largest Dutch asset management companies. Our solid 

(impact) strategies and sound performance track record will 

help you to achieve your goals. We offer sustainable solutions to 

insurance companies, pension funds, banks and distribution partners. 

This is achieved through actively and passively managed investment funds 

and mandates. 

Read more about ACTIAM or go directly to our fund overview. 

CONTACT 

Marketing & Communications 

  +31-20-543 6777 

  marcom@actiam.nl 

  www.actiam.com 

 

Disclaimer 

ACTIAM NV strives to provide accurate and actual information from reliable sources. However, ACTIAM cannot guarantee the 

accuracy and completeness of the information that is given in this presentation (hereinafter called: the Information). The 

Information can contain technical or editorial inaccuracies or typographic errors. ACTIAM does not give guarantees, explicitly or 

implicitly, with regard to the question if the Information is accurate, complete or up-to-date. ACTIAM NV is not obliged to adjust 

the Information or to correct inaccuracies or errors. The recipients of this Information cannot derive rights from this Information. 

The Information provided in this presentation is based on historical data and is no reliable source for predicting future values or 

rates. The Information is comparable with, but possibly not identical to the information that is used by ACTIAM for internal 

purposes. ACTIAM does not guarantee that the quantitative yields/profits or other results with regard to the provided Information 

will be the same as the potential profits and results according to the price models of ACTIAM NV. The discussion of risks with 

regard to any Information cannot be considered as a complete enumeration of all recurring risks. The here mentioned Information 

shall not be interpreted by the recipient as business, financial, investment, hedging, trade, legal, regulating, tax or accounting 

advice. The recipient of the Information himself is responsible for using the Information. The decisions based on the Information 

are for the recipient´s expense and risk. 
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ACTIAM stands for: active and passive management, sustainable investment strategies and impact investing. We aim for financial 

results, social returns and risk management. With our focus on sustainability, we structurally lower the risks and increase the 

opportunities in our investment portfolios. We serve clients through both funds and mandates; we supply a variety of tailor-made 

solutions. 

Within the investment process of our Euro Bond funds, our objective is to realise the best possible long term return. We want all 

our investments in the fund to perform better than the minimal criteria that ACTIAM sets on the ESG policy (Environmental, 

Social & Governance). We also pursue an active and passive policy for our investments with far-reaching ESG integration. We 

succeed in achieving stable long-term results for our clients, over multiple cycles. The ACTIAM Sustainable Euro Bond Fund 

receives four stars in the Morningstar rating (source: Morningstar, March 2021). 

Moreover, ACTIAM is a "Thought leader" in green bonds. We assess the goals of a green bond critically in order to prevent 

'greenwashing' (pretend to be greener or more socially responsible). We contribute actively to the further development of 

standards and initiatives in the area of green bonds. In June 2018, ACTIAM was elected to become a member of the Green Bond 

Principles (GBP) steering committee. This organisation sets guidelines for transparency and accountability with regards to green 

bonds. 

Find out what our investment solutions can do for you or go directly to our funds. 

 

https://www.actiam.com/en/about-actiam/
https://www.actiam.com/nl/fondsoverzicht/
https://www.actiam.com/en/actiam-news/actiam-pri-world-leader-climate-reporting/
https://www.actiam.com/en/investment-solutions/
https://www.actiam.com/nl/fondsoverzicht/?fund-type=0

